
Bridget kicked off her flip-flops so she could find a point on which her bare feet could rest on
the caravan. She stood on the small edge of a window and with great effort finally got onto the roof
of the caravan. Exhausted, she sat down for a moment and looked out towards the forest path
on which Anna had followed the pair of foreigners. Bridget hoped her new acquaintance would 
have the decency to warn her if the villains decided to suddenly return. Bridget looked at the open 
skylight. She judged that it should be possible for her to squeeze through headfirst - once her arms 
would be through, the rest of her body should fit. However, she soon regretted this decision, as it 
turned out it was not the best idea to go in headfirst. She had nothing to grab onto and tumbled 
inside the caravan, hitting a folding table in the process. She rubbed her sore flesh, gathered up her 
strength, and scanned the interior for the stolen cassette. She had difficulty recognising the interior 
fixtures and their purpose. She had never seen such a modern caravan where all the fixtures
and furniture were miniaturised or had multiple functions, thanks to clever systems of hidden 
hinges, handles and connections. Bridget could not locate the tape recorder or any other audio 
equipment, yet she had just heard the foreigners listening to the strange recording! She looked 
around carefully. Finally, her eyes fell upon a circle cut out in the wall, composed of dozens of small 
holes. It looked like… a speaker. Bridget tapped on it and suddenly saw a fragment of the wall panel 
swing away on a hidden hinge, and there she discovered the built-in mechanism of the tape recor-
der. The cassette was still there. Bridget reached for it and put it in her pocket. ‘Mission complete. 
Now I have to get out of here... somehow!’, she thought. She didn’t want to struggle withthe roof 
hatch again, so she unlocked the lock and left the caravan in a normal manner, through the door. 
The foreigners and Anna were nowhere to be seen. Bridget hadn’t any idea where they had gone. 
Having no other choice, she decided to return to the camp and listen carefully to the recording once 
again - maybe this time she would notice something that she had missed in all the confusion.
As usual, the way back seemed easier and shorter. Bridget was also encouraged by her success. 
Suddenly, the sound of the patter of running feet startled her, interrupting her happy moment. 
Startled, she turned around. - ‘Bridget!!’, Ania shouted, running towards her. - ‘Hide! They're chasing 
me!’ - Bridget felt a strong force hit her - it was Anna who pushed her, as she continued with her 
escape. Bridget fell into a roadside ditch. Outraged, she wanted to shout after the teenager
and criticise her awful behaviour, but just at that moment she heard the clomp of the heavy, 
military style boots of the people chasing Anna down the road. She held her breath and cautiously 
looked down the road. She didn't need to do this, as she knew perfectly well who she would see. 
Steel-blue eyes, with fierce, ruthless expressions, blonde hair and black clothes - the siblings did not 
give up easily and chased her friend without respite. Bridget froze and hugged the ground. Fear 
paralysed her. In her mind, she kept repeating ‘Let them not find me!’ They were getting closer
and closer. She squeezed her eyes shut and thought ‘it's over for me’… 
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Follow Anna - go to episode 5A
See what Bridget will do - go to episode 5B
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